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The text is extremely straightforward....it will be a valuable read for anyone interested in system safety-no matter what their field. Interesting reading and thought provoking discussions.

—IEEE EMBS Journal

Ten Questions About Human Error asks the type of questions frequently posed in incident and accident investigations, people's own practice, managerial and organizational settings, policymaking, classrooms, Crew Resource Management Training, and error research. It is one installment in a larger transformation that has begun to identify both deep-rooted constraints and new leverage points of views of human factors and system safety. The ten questions about human error are not just questions about human error as a phenomenon, but also about human factors and system safety as disciplines, and where they stand today. In asking these questions and sketching the answers to them, this book attempts to show where current thinking is limited--where vocabulary, models, ideas, and notions are constraining progress.
This volume looks critically at the answers human factors would typically provide and compares/contrasts them with current research insights. Each chapter provides directions for new ideas and models  that could perhaps better cope with the complexity of the problems facing human error today. As such, this book can be used as a supplement for a variety of human factors courses.       
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Visual Studio .NET Tips and TricksLulu.com, 2004
Visual Studio .NET is one of the most versatile and extensible programming tools released by Microsoft. The number of features and shortcuts available in VS.NET is truly immense, and it grows tremendously with each release. Developers who are unaware of these timesaving features surely miss out on opportunities to increase their programming...
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Mathematica®: A Problem-Centered Approach (Springer Undergraduate Mathematics Series)Springer, 2016

	An introduction to the vast array of features and powerful mathematical functions of Mathematica that uses a multitude of clearly presented examples and worked-out problems that enable the reader to learn from the codes and avoids lengthy explanations.
...
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Oracle Business Intelligence 11g R1 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Here's an opportunity to learn all the key elements of the OBIEE 11g suite by doing tasks rather than just reading. Packed with practical recipes, it empowers you to create complex analytical reports with minimum effort.


	Overview

	
		Improve the productivity of business intelligence solution to satisfy...
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.NET Wireless ProgrammingSybex, 2002
Microsoft’s .NET strategy embraces a vision for integrating diverse      elements of computing technology and data services. The wireless Internet and      mobile devices are core components of that strategy. Visual Studio .NET includes      a powerful set of toolsthe Mobile Internet Toolkitfor developing websites and      applications...
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IoT Security IssuesDe Gruyter, 2017

	IoT Security Issues looks at the burgeoning growth of devices of all kinds controlled over the Internet of all varieties, where product comes first and security second. In this case, security trails badly. This book examines the issues surrounding these problems, vulnerabilities, what can be done to solve the problem, investigating the stack...
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Managing the Dynamics of New Product Development Processes: A New Product Lifecycle Management ParadigmSpringer, 2011

	In contemporary globally competitive markets, the development of new products
	is considered a critical success factor for organizations. Significant efforts have
	been invested in the development of methods and tools for improving the management
	of design processes, being a key element in development processes,
	especially those related...
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